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ive updated my pure calendar widget to
2.1.3. since the update, the calendar widget
won’t work anymore. all that i get is that it’s
disconnected. however, on the widget itself,
it says calendar is valid ok, the problem is
now that i upgraded to pure calendar 2.1.3

and it’s not working properly. its not that it’s
disconnected, it’s not that it doesn’t show

the calendar. it just doesn’t show any
calendar at all, even with my google

calendar and standard calendar. ok. now, it
worked fine for me until the update, and i

have removed the app, and re-installed it. it
seems to be working fine. however, when i

removed the app, and reactivated it, it
stopped showing the calendar, despite
having a full calendar sync. i need to
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uninstall and re-install it and re-sync. ok, i’ve
reached the ‘most frustrating’ point with this

widget. i’ve done the update and it still
doesn’t work. i’ve disabled all previous add-

ons and re-added them. i’ve turned off
notifications. i’ve tried starting it on desktop

and switching wifi to mobile. i’ve tried on
several phones with the same result. what

am i overlooking? it’s pretty infuriating. i’ve
gone back to the previous version. i’ve

upgraded purecalendar to 2.1.3 and i’ve
switched back to my htc evo. the calendar
widget works fine on my galaxy s3. but my

htc evo only shows one calendar in the
widget. so one calendar from google and the
other from to do list. hopefully i just missed
something simple but i cannot find it. i did

an update to to do list and my refresh time is
now past 14 hours. it always seems to do
this. is there a way to force the refresh? it

needs to be updated. i can’t find the option
to force my calendars.
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